
A SHORT RECOUNT OF A RISE TO POWER OF ADOLF HITLER

Adolf Hitler was the leader of Germany from to Between the depression and the Treaty of Versailles, the time was ripe
for Hitler to rise to power.

The pause allowed the Red Army to regroup and conduct a counter-offensive attack, and the German advance
was stopped outside Moscow in December  Hitler's government was fairly fragile at that point. In , Hitler ran
against year-old Paul von Hindenburg for the presidency. But within the party, there are people who want to
proceed even more radically than he does, particularly people in the Stormtroopers, the SA, who are interested
in acquiring influence over the German military. Like other German nationalists, he purportedly believed that
the German army had been betrayed by civilian leaders and Marxists. After the Rotfront interrupted a speech
by Hitler, the SA marched into the streets of Nuremberg and killed two bystanders. While often illogical and
full of grammatical errors, Mein Kampf was provocative and subversive, making it appealing to the many
Germans who felt displaced at the end of World War I. Pardoned by the Bavarian Supreme Court, he was
released from jail on 20 December , against the state prosecutor's objections. He had been appointed
chancellor by the President of Germany, who had appointed and dismissed three chancellors in the previous 12
months. Hitler did not have a happy childhood. The Communists meanwhile were engaging in violent clashes
with Nazis on the streets, but Moscow had directed the Communist Party to prioritise destruction of the Social
Democrats, seeing more danger in them as a rival for the loyalty of the working class. The Reichstag Fire
Decree, announced after a suspicious fire at Germany's parliament building, suspended basic rights and
allowed detention without trial. They're using sports halls. Almost immediately, however, conspiracy theories
began. Hitler used the time in prison to consider his political strategy and write the first volume of his book
Mein Kampf My Struggle , which was an autobiographical account of his movement and its underlying
ideology. Almost 30, Jewish men were arrested and sent to concentration camps, signaling more horrors to
come. The Nazis began arresting Communists, Socialists, and labor leaders. With Adolf Hitler's ascendancy to
the chancellorship, the Nazi Party quickly consolidated its power. He was refused by Hindenburg. And
suddenly, the Nazis, it's a one-party state. Hitler personally designed the Nazi party banner, appropriating the
swastika symbol and placing it in a white circle on a red background. The only question is power. He was the
primary instigator of both the Second World War in Europe and the mass execution of millions of people
deemed to be "enemies," or inferior to the Aryan ideal. In September , Hitler eyed the northwestern area of
Czechoslovakia, called the Sudetenland , which had three million German-speaking citizens. As a result of
these significant setbacks, many German officers concluded that defeat was inevitable and that Hitler's
continued rule would result in the destruction of the country. Around this time the German military command
released an edict that the army's main priority was to "carry out, in conjunction with the police, stricter
surveillance of the population Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels initiated this free-for-all against the Jews,
during which nearly 1, synagogues were set on fire and 76 were destroyed. The law was a Nazi
implementation of the Aryan Paragraph, which called for the exclusion of Jews and non-Aryans from
organizations, employment and eventually all aspects of public life. In , Hitler replaced Drexler as the Nazi
party chairman. Kauft nicht bei Juden! On August 2, , President Hindenburg died. His family moved around
some, living a short while in Germany and then back to Austria. During this time in Munich there were a
number of assassinations, including socialist Kurt Eisner [f] who was shot dead by a German nationalist on 21
February  These photographs document the invasion of Poland and the Nazi mistreatment of Polish Jews. He
was soon able to turn the tables and drew the attention of army anti-socialists, who were setting up
anti-revolutionary units. By the end of June, the other parties had been intimidated into disbanding. The
Western powers chose appeasement rather than military confrontation. The man who thought he was paving
the way for a German leader of genius now thought he was the genius who could take and use power.


